
Steps to Install your Brandmotion iPod Glovebox Holder

Insert iPod connector wire into glovebox holder at base of holder. Do so by tipping the connector into the holder and 1. 
press it to “click” in for a tight fit. Make sure the face of the connector with the small logo is facing up, and is seated inside 
the connector holder frame (photos A + B).

Choose the foam pad that is the right size for your iPod. There are three options and you’ll only need the one that works 2. 
for your particular iPod. One option is designed for the Nano (identified by the extra foam block to one side). The smaller 
half pad is for larger iPods. The last option is for Video Nanos. In this instance, it is necessary to separate the two foam 
pieces that are together for use of the regular Nano. To separate the foam pads, simply pull each foam pad away from 
each other. Please remove any left-over residue. 
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Remove the adhesive liner on the back of the foam pad that fits your iPod, and carefully insert it into the holdler so that 3. 
all edges are flush with the sides of the holder (photos C + D). Once you have inserted the adhesive foam pad, you can 
test the fit of your iPod.

When you dock your iPod, make sure that iPod seats firmly and completely onto the connector (photo E).4. 

You are now ready to install the holder into your glovebox. Simply hook the clips on the back of the holder to the side of 5. 
your open glovebox and you’re ready to use the best iPod adapter system available for your Ford, Lincoln, or  Mercury 
vehicle (photo F). Enjoy!
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* Note to iPhone and iTouch users: We do not recommend installing the glovebox holder as it is necessary to 
access the iPod screen interface to confirm each sync with the Brandmotion system and to answer phone calls. 
Instead, leave the full length of iPod connector cable coiled up in the glovebox.

** We recommend that iPhone users place the phone in the small tray at the base of the vehicle center stack, 
under the radio, with the plug coming from the closed glovebox. (You won’t harm the iPod cable by closing 
the glovebox on it.)


